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Tales From The Willow Tree, is a lovely
little book all about the authors own garden
and all the wild life that live there, it tells
of all the adventures that they have in the
garden. Mr Owl gets a new home in the
willow tree and all the occupants of the
garden are invited to a fairy party, they
have a wonderful time at the party, but the
next day Mr Stone, the gnome is stolen by
a sly fox who jumps the fence and upsets
all the occupants, so Mr Owl and Mr Slip,
the Snail ask the fairy for her help to rescue
him and return him to the garden. They end
up saving the day.
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place. Their descendants are also virtuous, and one of them carves a flute from a willow tree that, when played, puts
ignoble May 20, 2001 Upon the banks of the stream stood three willow trees. Two of these trees were old and thick,
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THE LEGEND OF THE WEEPING WILLOW TREE - Ginny WEEPING WILLOW TREE. In the footsteps of her
Mother,. Walked the pretty Indian Daughter,. Wise for one her age,. With wisdom far beyond her. Tall she was Green
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Spirit of a Willow Tree In Japanese pictures of ghosts there is nearly always a willow tree. Whether Hokusai, the
ancient painter, or Okyo Maruyama, a famous painter of Kyoto of more
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